
William Brian Hoke Uncovers the Hidden
Realities of Small Town Struggles in His Latest
Fictional Masterpiece

A Day Late and a Dollar Short by

William Hoke

EVART, MICHIGAN, UNITED STATES , July 26, 2023

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Author William Brian Hoke has

released his latest book, A Day Late and A Dollar Short:

Life in Small-Town America. The book is a work of fiction

that provides readers with a thought-provoking and

emotional glimpse into the realities of small-town life.

A Day Late and A Dollar Short: Life in Small Town America

is a captivating story that follows the lives of residents

living in small towns, where they are born and raised and

often work at the same factory where their parents and

grandparents worked. The book delves into the harsh

realities of these towns, where major employers have a

captive workforce that they often disregard for their

profit. The safety and health of employees are often

overlooked in exchange for monetary gain, leading to

tragic consequences.

While the book is primarily a work of fiction, it reflects on

what life in small-town America is actually like. The target

audience is adults who enjoy a story that touches home

to many of them. The book combines crime, mystery,

human emotions, and interaction, making it an ideal read for anyone who enjoys a "who has

done it" and a human interest story.

A Day Late and A Dollar Short: Life in Small-Town America is informative and reflective. The

characters are relatable, and readers will grow to admire and feel for them as they navigate

through life and overcome obstacles placed in their paths.

The book is a must-read for anyone looking for a thought-provoking realistic fiction that sheds

light on the realities of small-town life.

About the Author:

http://www.einpresswire.com


William Brian Hoke is an accomplished author who has recently written a book on a

controversial and bitter reality. He has a passion for writing and telling stories that resonate with

readers on a personal level. His work offers insightful commentary and delivers engaging

storytelling. A Day Late and A Dollar Short: Life in Small Town America is his latest book, and it is

a testament to his exceptional writing skills.

https://www.amazon.com/Day-Late-Dollar-Short-America-

ebook/dp/B0C6X5BNNM/ref=sr_1_1?crid=N14QP93OZ47Q&keywords=A+Day+Late+and+a+Dolla

r+Short+by+William+Hoke&qid=1687284084&s=digital-

text&sprefix=a+day+late+and+a+dollar+short+by+william+hoke%2Cdigital-text%2C385&sr=1-1
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